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Fumigation DetailsFumigation Details

Methyl bromide originally used in houseMethyl bromide originally used in house
First ProFume job 2006 contracted out to First ProFume job 2006 contracted out to 
Dickson Chemical Stuttgart ARDickson Chemical Stuttgart AR
Once per year fumigationsOnce per year fumigations
4.6 mm cu ft total 4.6 mm cu ft total 



Fumigant needs…ProFume DeliversFumigant needs…ProFume Delivers

It is cost effectiveIt is cost effective
Controls insectsControls insects
–– Red flour beetleRed flour beetle
–– Confused flour beetleConfused flour beetle
–– Sawtoothed grain beetleSawtoothed grain beetle
–– Warehouse beetleWarehouse beetle



Protecting Facilities & EnvironmentProtecting Facilities & Environment

It is safer for the environment, does not It is safer for the environment, does not 
affect the ozoneaffect the ozone

Introduction process with fans puts less Introduction process with fans puts less 
stress on seals over doorsstress on seals over doors



Fumiguide ProgramFumiguide Program

Fumiguide tells us:Fumiguide tells us:
exactly where we are exactly where we are 
during exposureduring exposure
what is needed for a what is needed for a 
successful fumigationsuccessful fumigation
Results in easy to Results in easy to 
understand word understand word 
formatformat



Benefits over Heat TreatmentBenefits over Heat Treatment
No heating seals in motors and gear boxesNo heating seals in motors and gear boxes

No stress on conveyor belts like we could have with a heat No stress on conveyor belts like we could have with a heat 
treatmenttreatment

There is less stress on the facility There is less stress on the facility 

Less time needed in a large concrete facility for fumigation Less time needed in a large concrete facility for fumigation 
vs. extended time needed to heat up and cool down during vs. extended time needed to heat up and cool down during 
a heat treatmenta heat treatment





Benefits over Methyl BromideBenefits over Methyl Bromide

Methyl bromide seemed to have great Methyl bromide seemed to have great 
expansion and contraction on our plastic expansion and contraction on our plastic 
causing issues with sealing the facilitycausing issues with sealing the facility

Aeration of ProFume from bins full of rice Aeration of ProFume from bins full of rice 
seems to be quicker than with methyl seems to be quicker than with methyl 
bromidebromide





Questions…Questions…


